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Ab initio based Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics calculations (CPMD) have been used to investigate the
properties of crystalline nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) at 195 K. The crystal unit cell consists of four formula
units of NAT and nominally contains the ions NO3- and H3O+ plus H2O molecules. Reversible proton-
transfer events were observed between unique H3O+ and neighboring H2O pairs, which occur throughout the
crystal. Full proton transfer to form a new neighboring H3O+ molecule was a rare event. The motion of this
mobile proton was associated with hyperextension of the covalent oxygen-hydrogen of H3O+, whose stretch
frequency was observed in corresponding power spectra. Calculations showed that a classical free energy of
3.3 kBT was required for the proton to reach the center of the oxygen-oxygen pair. Crystalline NAT was
further characterized by calculated equilibrium averages, structural properties, and vibrational spectra.

I. Introduction

Antarctic polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are classified into
Types I and II, where Type I PSCs are thought to be mainly
composed of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) crystals.1,2 It has been
hypothesized that Type I PSCs play a crucial role in the chemical
processes responsible for the ever-expanding ozone hole over
Antarctica.3 For example, the heterogeneous reactions

that take place slowly in the gas phase occur rapidly on model
PSC surface films.4,5 Thus, normally stable chlorine reservoirs
of ClONO2 and HCl are readily converted to highly reactive
chlorine products of HOCl, Cl2, and ClNO2. Subsequent
conversion via sunlight photolysis to free chlorine catalyzes the
destruction of ozone. Furthermore, HNO3 products from the
heterogeneous reactions are permanently removed by sedimen-
tation, resulting in lower levels of available NOx (i.e., denitri-
fication) that can convert unstable ClO back to stable ClONO2.

Thus noting the importance of PSCs in the ozone destruction
process, the present work investigates the crystalline properties
of NAT, prevalent in Type I PSCs,2 using ab initio computer
simulation methods. The published crystal structure,6 containing
both hydronium H3O+ and nitrate NO3- ions, shows H3O+

closely hydrogen bonded to two adjacent water sites. Since
proton transfer is thought to occur between H3O+ and H2O, to
form the intermediate H5O2

+ complex,6,7 ab initio MD methods
are used to give a good model of the bond-breaking and
formation in the NAT crystal. Recent ab initio studies of the

monohydrate form of the crystal (NAM),8 also present in Type
I PSCs, have shown reversible proton transfer between H3O+

and NO3
-. However, to date, the trihydrate form has not been

investigated by theoretical techniques.
Ab initio Car-Parrinello (CP) molecular dynamics (MD)9

was used to simulate the NAT crystal at the atmospherically
relevant temperature of 195 K. Rather than relying on empirical
potential functions, CPMD obtains internuclear forces from an
“on the fly” density functional theory (DFT) based electronic
structure calculation. CP calculations of the geometries of nitric
acid and water clusters (NO3 (H2O)n, n ) 1, 2, 3) in the gas
phase have shown good agreement with high level electronic
structure calculations.10 We present equilibrium properties and
distribution functions for the crystal and compare the existing
experimental vibrational spectra11-16 to our power spectra
calculated from the CPMD trajectory.

2. Methods

A. Ab Initio CPMD. The CP methodology employs a density
functional theory (DFT) description of electronic structure and
is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle.7 This
states that the ground-state electronic energyE0

is the minimum of the Kohn-Sham (KS) energy functional
E[{φi},{RI}], which is a function of KS orbitals{φi} and nuclear
{RI} degrees of freedom and has the form18
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ClONO2 + HCl f Cl2 + HNO3

ClONO2 + H2O f HOCl + HNO3

N2O5 + HCl f ClNO2 + HNO3

N2O5 + H2O f 2HNO3 (1)
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{φi}

E[{φi},{RI}] (2)
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where atomic units have been employed. The minimization is
carried out subject to an orthonormality constraint where〈φi|φj〉
) δij. The above equation gives the electron densityn(r ) )
∑i|φ(r )|2 as a sum over occupied statesi. It also includes terms
for the kinetic and Hartree energies, electron exchange and
correlation functionalExc, local Vloc and nonlocalVNL pseudo-
potential contributions, and ion-ion Coulombic energies,
respectively. The required basis set is reduced in size by the
use of atomic pseudopotentials, which eliminate the core
electrons. Thus the KS orbitals{φi} give the electronic structure
of the valence electrons in the field of classical ions{RI}, which
consist of both nuclei and attached core electrons.

Rather than relying on a traditional self-consistent method
to solve the KS equationsHKS|φi〉 ) εi|φi〉, the ground-state
densityn0 and KS orbitals{φi} can be obtained by using the
Car-Parrinello (CP) molecular dynamics method.9 In CPMD,
an extended Lagrangian is formulated as

The first term in eq 4 corresponds to a fictitious kinetic energy
with fictitious mass parameterµ (having units of energy‚time2),
andMI is the classical ionic mass of ionI. The final term in eq
4, which involves a set of Lagrange multipliersΛij, is used to
impose the orthonormality condition on the orbitals.19-22

MD equations of motion for the classical ions{RI} and KS
orbitals {φi} are derived from the Lagrangian in eq 4.22 The
ions {RI} evolve from both Coulomb ion-ion forces and
Hellmann-Feynman force contributions from the KS energy
functional. The KS orbitals{φi} execute a fictitious adiabatic
“dynamics” that allows them to follow the nuclear motion and
fluctuate with small amplitude about the exact ground-state
surface. The electronic adiabaticity is maintained through the
use of Nose´-Hoover chain thermostats,23 in a “knotted” chain
scheme,22,24and through the choice ofµ, whereby the fictitious
kinetic energy is kept small compared to that of the nuclei while
allowing the electrons to move rapidly in response to nuclear
displacements.22,25,26

B. Computational Details. The initial coordinates for the
NAT crystal were taken from the published crystal structure
obtained atT ) 85 K. The orthorhombic NAT crystal unit cell
has four HNO3 (H2O)3 units, containing the ions NO3- and
H3O+, and belongs to the space groupP212121. Three unit cells
of NAT (168 atoms total) were placed in a simulation box
(10.564 Å× 14.687 Å× 9.485 Å). Because the crystal was
studied at a finite temperature of 195 K, a 2.5% volume
expansion was allowed for primarily in the direction of the
crystallographicc axis. The chosen volume expansion was
thought to be reasonable based upon X-ray studies of crystalline
heavy ice,27 where a 1.3% uniform thermal volume expansion
occurred fromT ) 123-223 K.

All calculations were performed using the CPMD ab initio
molecular dynamics package.28 Electron exchange and correla-
tion were treated at the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) level29 using the Becke (B) exchange30 and Lee, Yang,
and Parr (LYP) correlation functionals.31 The BLYP scheme
has been shown to give a reasonably good description of
aqueous hydrogen bonding and excellent results for intermo-
lecular O-O distances.32 Moreover, structural findings for small
charged water clusters in the gas phase compare well33 to high
level fully correlated quantum electronic structure calculations.34

Atomic pseudopotentials of the Troullier and Martins form35

were used to take into account the effect of the core electrons,
and a 70 Rydberg energy cutoff was used in the plane wave
expansion of the KS orbitals.

An initial geometry minimization was performed for about
100 steps to relax the bond lengths. Afterward, an equilibration
period of 3 ps with the ions and electrons thermostated at 195K
using Nose´-Hoover chains33,36 of length 4. The fictitious
electron mass was assigned to be 600 au, and a time step of
0.12 fs was chosen. At this point, the ionic thermostats were
removed and a final trajectory of 5 ps was obtained.

3. Results and Discussion

The inital MD configuration (after geometry minimization)
of perfect crystalline NAT is shown in Figure 1 with views
down the crystallographica andc axes, where H3O+ is hydrogen
bonded to the oxygens of two waters and NO3

-. There are seven
unique hydrogen bonds (shown asqn coordinates), forming a
pattern that occurs four times within the unit cell and twelve
times overall within the simulation cell (see Figures 1 and 2).
The hydrogen bonding network is shown in detail in Figure 2
where the asymmetric stretch coordinates

are defined fromn ) 1-7 andROxHn denotes the Ox-Hn vector
for a given oxygenx and protonn. The H3O+ is significantly

L ) µ∑
i

〈φ̇i|φ̇i〉 +
1

2
∑

I

MIR4 I
2 -

E[{φi},{RI}] + ∑
i,j

Λij(〈φi|φj〉 - δij) (4)

Figure 1. Views down the crystallographica andc axes of crystalline
NAT. The simulation cell, containing 3 unit cells, is shown within the
box outline. Hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen are shown using their
covalent radii in white, gray, and black, respectively. Hydrogen bonds
in the crystal are drawn with gray lines.

qn ) |ROaHn
| - |RObHn

| (5)
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closer to the nearest water defined by theq3 coordinate and the
O-O distance (ROO

3 ) is ∼ 2.5 Å in the initial crystal structure.
Thus, on the basis ofROO

3 distance and anticipating our
simulation results, the mobile proton H*≡ H3 is labeled in
Figure 2 for reference.

As expected from theROO
3 lengths within the initial crystal

structure, the proton was observed to transfer toward the middle
of the q3 coordinate and toward the nearest water during the
simulation. An instantaneous snapshot from the CPMD trajec-
tory at 195 K is shown in Figure 3, where within aq3 coordinate,
an H* has dissociated from H3O+ to form a short-lived H5O2

+

species. Full proton transfer to form a stable, neighboring H3O+

rarely occurred. Rather, H* preferred to reform its original H3O+

covalent bond and most H* motion involved a noticeable
elongated stretching of its covalent bond.

A. Average and Structural Properties. The average dis-
tances were calculated for the bond lengths within the NO3

-,
H2O, and H3O+ molecules and presented in Table 1. Calculated
N-O bond lengths of 1.27, 1.28, 1.29( 0.02 Å are within
error estimates for bond lengths of 1.25, 1.26, 1.27 Å obtained
from X-ray measurements.6 Even at 85 K, the experimental
isotropic thermal parameterB is significantly larger for a
particular hydrogen (labeled H(5) in ref 6) and as expected, H(5)
corresponds to H* in our calculations.

The O-H bond lengths from H2O were found to be
equivalent with bond lengths of 1.00( 0.02 Å, while the O-H
bonds from H3O+ were found to have differing bond lengths.
In particular, the O-H* bond of H3O+ was elongated signifi-
cantly to 1.09( 0.05 Å. The shorter 1.04( 0.03 Å O-H1 and
1.00( 0.02 Å O-H2 bonds were hydrogen bonded to the NO3

-

and H2O groups, respectively.
The average nearest-neighbor (NN) intermolecular oxygen-

oxygen (OO) pair distancesROO
3 were also calculated (see

Table 2) and labeled to specify oxygen pairs contained within
the qn coordinates in Figure 2. The distribution functions for
each pair are Gaussian shaped and thus their widths of 2σ are
reported as well. The lengthROO

3 ≡ R/
OO has a value ofR )

2.51( 0.06 Å and width of 2σ ) 0.12 Å. The remaining O-O
distances are on average greater than 2.5 Å, which is consistent
with the lack of proton transfer observed between those O-O
pairs. Distribution widths were found to increase with increasing
average distances during the 5 ps of simulation time.

In Figure 4, the crystalline structure is shown in the calculated
radial pair distribution functionsg(rXX) for the XX ) NN, OO,
and OH distances. For reference, theg(r)s of the “perfect”
crystal structure are also included. The crystalline structure is
easily seen in the distinct peak structure of g(rNN) in Figure 4a.
In comparison to the “perfect” crystal, results from the CPMD
simulation at 195 K indicate a splitting of the firstgr(NN) peak.
Although the peak splitting is fairly large, calculated correlation
functions from pair distances and velocities display ringing and
lack of decorrelation in all x-, y-, and z- components,
indicating that the crystal is stable. However, the experimental
structure at 85 K6 gave rms anisotropic thermal parameters (Uij)

Figure 2. The hydrogen bonding network of crystalline NAT with
unique asymmetric stretch coordinates (q1-q7) labeled. Repeat units
are given as (q̃1-q̃7). H* denotes the mobile proton (see Figure 3).
Hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen are shown as white, gray, and black,
respectively, and hydrogen bonds are drawn as dotted lines.

Figure 3. Instantaneous configuration of crystalline NAT at 195 K
from a CPMD trajectory. The mobile proton H* is seen in the center
of the two neighboring water molecules. Hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen are shown as white, gray, and black, respectively.

TABLE 1: Average CP Bond Distances( Root Mean
Square Errors (σ) for Crystalline NAT at 195 K a

bond distance(σ /Å

N-O (NO3
-) 1.27, 1.28, 1.29( 0.02

O-H (H2O) 1.00( 0.02
O-H1 (H3O+) 1.04( 0.03
O-H2 (H3O+) 1.00( 0.02
O-H* (H3O+) 1.09( 0.05

a O-Hn corresponds to the covalent bond contained within theqn

coordinate. The mobile proton H*≡ H3.

TABLE 2: Average CP Intermolecular Oxygen-Oxygen
(OO) Nearest-Neighbor (NN) Distances( Root Mean Square
Errors ( σ) and Distribution Widths (2 σ) for Crystalline NAT
at 195 Ka

OO pair distance(σ /Å 2σ/Å

R1 2.65( 0.09 0.17
R2 2.59( 0.07 0.13
R3 2.51( 0.06 0.12
R4 2.85( 0.11 0.21
R5 2.78( 0.09 0.18
R6 2.79( 0.10 0.21
R7 2.75( 0.09 0.19

a Rn is the NN OO pair distance defined by the correspondingqn

coordinate. The mobile proton H* is located between theR3 NN OO
pair.
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along the principal axes of the vibrational ellipsoids that were
not significantly greater for nitrogen in comparison to oxygen.
Therefore, although the peak splittings found in g(rNN) could
be attributed to the increased temperature T) 195 K of the
simulation, they may be, in part, an artifact due to the initial
nonuniform expansion of the simulation cell.

Theg(rOO) distribution function is shown in Figure 4b where
the thermal motions in the crystal have filled in the gaps between
discrete peaks that occur for the perfect crystal. The first peak
(∼2.2 Å) corresponds to the intramolecular OO distances within
the NO3

- group followed by the peaks for the intermolecular
NN- OO distances whose individual average values are
tabulated in Table 2. The OH distribution function is shown in
Figure 4c where the first peak is attributed to the O-H covalent
bonds. The effect of H* motions are shown as a slight
broadening in the wings of the first peak.

The qn coordinates are defined in eq 5 and shown for
crystalline NAT in Figure 2. For our system, the first oxygen
Oa is defined to be the oxygen that Hn is originally bound by
(see eq 5). During proton transfer, theqn coordinate will always
start out negative and increase toward zero as the proton reaches
the center of the OO pair.q changes to positive values and
increases as the proton forms a new bond with the neighboring
oxygen. With the exception of P(q3), the calculatedP(qn)
distribution functions showed well defined density only in
negativeq regions, indicating that these covalent bonds remained
intact during the simulation. In Figure 5a, P(q3), containing H*,
showed density in both positive and negative regions. However,
the P(q3) density was low in positive regions, indicating that
full proton transfer occurred rarely and most of the H* motion
involved the hyperextension of the O-H* covalent bond
associated with H3O+. The localization of proton motion within

a single coordinate ensured thatq3 was a good reaction
coordinate choice for proton transfer. Thus the free energyF
for proton transfer was calculated fromF ) -kB + ln[P(q3)],
wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the temperature, and
presented in Figure 5b. The values ofF for positiveq may not
be completely reliable, since many more rare proton transfer
events would have to be sampled to completely converge the
distribution function. However,F|q)0 has been estimated at 1.3
( 0.2 kcal/mol (3.3kBT), giving an idea of the energy required
for the proton to classically reach the center of the OO pair.

B. Vibrational Properties. The vibrations of crystalline NAT
at 195 K were analyzed from the CPMD trajectory. The Fourier
transform (FT) of the calculated velocity autocorrelation function
yields the power spectrum, which gives information on the
vibrational frequencies of crystalline NAT. To unambiguously
determine the molecular motions associated with a particular
vibrational frequency, different atomic components of the power
spectra were calculated along with the FT of autocorrelation
functions which isolate specific molecular motions (i.e., torsional
motion, etc.). The power spectra are shown for all atoms as
well as individual atoms from NO3-, H2O, and H3O+ in Figures
6a-d, respectively. In addition, the spectrum due to H* alone
is shown in 6e along with the FT of the autocorrelation function
for the asymmetric stretch coordinateν3 of H3O+. Table 3
presents assignments of vibrational frequencies obtained from
our simulation and from earlier experiments of Ritzhaupt and
Devlin11 as well as recent experiments of Tso and Leu.16 Other
experimental data exists12-15 and is consistent with the afore-
mentioned experiments.

The high-frequency peaks corresponding to asymmetricν3

) 3097 cm-1 and symmetricν1 ) 2997 cm-1 stretches of H2O
are red shifted∼300 cm-1 (∼10%) compared to experiment.
This red shifting has been observed in several applications32,37

and has been attributed the use of pseudopotentials37 and the
GGAs used to treat exchange and correlation.38 This red shifting
of high-frequency modes is well-known and is due to the error
incurred by the use of DFT pseudopotentials.32,38Nevertheless,
assignment of the spectral peak positions is a useful complement
to experiment. The next lower frequency peaks correspond to
the H3O+ symmetricν1 ) 2720 cm-1 and asymmetricν3 )

Figure 4. Radial distribution functions for crystalline NAT at 195 K
calculated from a CPMD trajectory (solid lines) and the initial
configuration of the perfect crystal (dashed lines). The distributions
are shown for the (a) nitrogen-nitrogen (NN), (b) oxygen-oxygen
(OO), and (c) oxygen-hydrogen (OH) pair distances.

Figure 5. Calculated (a) distribution function and (b) free energy for
theq3 coordinate of crystalline NAT at 195 K from a CPMD trajectory.
The q3 coordinate contains the mobile proton H*.
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2497, 2000 cm-1 stretches. Although the agreement to recent
experimental stretching frequencies16 improves, the individual
peak assignments differ for asymmetric and symmetric stretches.
Evident in the calculated spectra from theν3 autocorrelation
function (Figure 6e), theν3 peak is clearly at lower frequencies
within the stretching bands. The spectra for H*, also presented
in Figure 6e, shows the splitting of theν3 band is completely
due to the hyperextension of the O-H* bond that occurs on a
longer time scale.

Modes associated with bending motions in H3O+ occur at
frequenciesν4 ) 1595, 1531 cm-1 (asymmetric) andν2 ) 1232
cm-1 (symmetric umbrella). The H2O bend frequency occurs
at ν2 ) 1538 cm-1. The symmetricν2 bending frequencies are
easily distinguished from comparison of atomic contributions
from Figures 6c and d. The H3O+ umbrella mode was identified
from the spectra of dipole autocorrelation function, which

showed a sharp enhancement for theν2 frequency. The umbrella
mode is only assigned in the older experiment.11

Calculations give NO3- stretchesν3 ) 1268 cm-1 (asym-
metric) andν1 ) 1196 cm-1 (symmetric), which are shown in
Figure 6b. Since the spectra were particularly complicated at
these lower frequencies, the frequencies from separateν3 and
ν1 autocorrelation functions were calculated to eliminate
ambiguities. Theν3 peak appeared as a singlet, in disagreement
with recent experiments16 and in agreement with older experi-
ments.11 In the older experiments,11 spectra were measured at
both 50 and 175 K. At the lower temperature, theν1 peak is
absent due to the reduced thermal motions of the crystal, which
causes increased symmetry of NO3

-, renderingν1 dipole inactive
at very low temperatures. However, at 175 K, the peak is indeed
present at∼1200 cm-1.

The NO3
- bending modes occur atν4 ) 732, 668 cm-1

(asymmetric) andν2 )716 cm-1 (umbrella). The peaks were
identified from the spectra ofν3 andν1 autocorrelation functions.
Recent experiments16 do not distinguish between types of
bending motions, and the older experiment11 does not assign
the vibrations that exist within the NO3- frequency range.

At lower frequencies between 530 and 965 cm-1, vibrations
occur due to hindered rotations or librations,39 which is also
reflected in spectra from torsional autocorrelation functions.
Below 500 cm-1, frequencies are due to lattice vibrations.

4. Conclusion

Equilibrium averages, structural, and vibrational properties
have been calculated for crystalline NAT at 195 K using CPMD
trajectories. The simulations suggest that proton transfer occurs
between unique H3O+-H2O pairs defined by the reaction
coordinateq3. However, full proton transfer is a rare event and
free energy estimates indicate that 3.3kBT is required for H* to
classically reach the center of the OO pair. The motion of H*
is a characterized as a hyperextension of the original O-H*
covalent bond which is reflected by larger average bond length
for O-H* and attributable to splitting of the symmetric stretch
ν3 of H3O+. A comparison between simulation and experiment
reflects, as expected, a 10% deviation in peak positions. Some
assignments differ between experimental11,16 and simulation
results. Discrepancies occur for theν1 andν3 stretches of H3O,
where the assignment is reversed16 and also for the peaks within
1100-1269 cm-1.16 In this range,ν3 of NO3

- appears as a
singlet from our calculations, while the peak is split in
experiment. Also, the umbrella mode assignment from H3O+

is missing from one experimental study.16 It is possible that

TABLE 3: Assignment of Vibrational Frequencies for Crystalline NAT Obtained from CPMD Simulation at 195 K and
Experimental Measurementsa

species motionf
simulation
(ν/cm-1) simulation (ν/cm-1 ranges)

experimenta

(ν/cm-1)
experimentb

(ν/cm-1)

H2O ν3 a-stretch 3097 3180-3030 3424 3370
H2O ν1 s-stretch 2997 3060-2905 3203 3220
H3O+ ν1 s-stretch 2720 2770-2614 2920c 2410
H3O+ ν3 a-stretch 2497, 2000 2645-2394, 2133-1866 2920c 2750
H3O+ ν4 a-bend 1595, 1531 1646-1550, 1560-1504 1753 1825
H2O ν2 bend 1538 1606-1496 1652 1665
NO3

- ν3 a-stretch 1268 1292-1228 1393 1380, 1335
NO3

- ν1 s-stretch 1196 1236-1174 d 1195
H3O+ ν2 umbrella 1232 1260-1181 1110
NO3

- ν4 a-bend 732, 668 764-670, 677-630 821, 735, 710e

NO3
- ν2 umbrella 716 756-646 821, 735, 710e

all torsion 530-996
unassigned unassigned 530-996 430-820 602

a Reference 11 at 50 K.b Reference 16 at 173-198 K. c Described as a very broad band.d Absent 50 K spectra, but observed in 175 K∼ 1200
cm-1. e No distinction made between asymmetric or symmetric bending.f a: asymmetric. s: symmetric.

Figure 6. Calculated spectra of crystalline NAT at 195K from a CPMD
trajectory. Power spectra from (a) all atoms, (b) atoms from NO3

-, (c)
atoms from H2O, (d) atoms from H2O+, and (e) power spectrum from
H* and Fourier transformed asymmetric stretchν3 autocorrelation
function for H3O+.
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either the experimental assignments are incorrect or that the
umbrella frequency is hidden under the large IR absorption
bands in this range. Finally, the splitting of theν3 symmetric
stretch for H3O+ is only seen by our simulation studies in the
power spectra for H*. Since proton transfer was only observed
in the q3 coordinate and there are seven total coordinates, the
splitting may not be observable by experiment.

Recently, the gas-phase power spectra of H9O4
+ and H5O2

+

clusters have been studied by DFT,40 where the proton was
found to transfer freely between the waters of the smaller H5O2

+

cluster. The larger H9O4
+ cluster contains a stable H3O+,

centrally solvated by three water molecules. For the NAT crystal,
the H3O+ is solvated by two waters and an oxygen from the
neighboring NO3

- ion. Since the proton transfer is a rare event
in the crystal, the spectra is indeed more similar to the H9O4

+;
both spectra have well observed contributions from the H3O+

ion.
CPMD results from our simulation have been used to

characterize crystalline NAT at 195 K. Likely errors in the
calculated 3.3kBT proton transfer barrier are due to known
limitations in DFT, which would raise the barrier, and neglected
nuclear quantum effects which would lower the barrier.
Although it is possible to include the effects of zero-point
motions and tunneling via path integrals, the computational
resources are not available at the present time for such a large
system. Ideally, the IR spectra should be calculated from our
simulations so that peak intensities can also be compared. This
calculation involves recently developed theory and methodol-
ogy41 using the Wannier function approach to compute the
dipole moment. Recently, two successful applications of this
method have been presented, where the IR spectra of water42

and ice43 were calculated. Thus future studies will concentrate
on computing the IR spectra and also investigating the role that
NAT crystals play in enhancing the heterogeneous reaction rate,
where reactions will be studied on the crystal surface.
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